Checklist for Things to Do for Entry into the School of Engineering Fall 2017

1. _______ Placement Tests. Take the test(s) within 30 days of accepting, latest, by the end of June.  *We are unable to create your schedule for you without the placement test results.*

   You do NOT have to take the placement exam(s) if English:
   - SAT Verbal score ≥ 600; ACT English ≥30;
   - AP score >4 in English Lang/Comp or English Lang/Lit
   - Expository Writing credit through Rutgers

   Math:
   - AP score >4 in Calculus AB

   NOTE: You will not be notified separately about your exemption. If you know you are exempt based on the above parameters, you do not need to take the exams. If you have the required scores (SAT, ACT, or AP), and have not submitted them yet, you are still exempt. If you have NOT completed AP exams for exemption, you must take the placement tests.

2. _______ Academic Planning and Advising (APA) Day, 5/20.  Register to attend via link that will be sent to you via email.  Registration opens on 5/3.  NOT mandatory, but recommended.

3. _______ Online forms: Links for various online forms will be emailed to you. Must be completed by 6/9, latest.
   - Humanities/Social Sciences elective choice
   - AP Credits
   - Other credits (IB, A-levels, etc)

4. _______ Submit Advanced Placement Scores to the College Board. These scores need to be submitted as soon as possible. For a summary of scores and credits: [http://soe.rutgers.edu/oas/advanced-placement](http://soe.rutgers.edu/oas/advanced-placement)

5. _______ New Student Orientation (NSO): NSO days are not mandatory but highly recommended.  You will learn about Rutgers services (parking, health, etc.).

6. _______ Enrollment Pathway. Make sure you have done everything needed for the Enrollment Pathway

7. _______ Complete all online course modules.  Link to the course modules can be found on this page: [https://nso.rutgers.edu/education/](https://nso.rutgers.edu/education/).